[Psychological diagnosis in elderly patients with behavioral disorders. A study of the contribution of psychological tests to multidisciplinary diagnosis].
In this study the relation between three kinds of diagnostic data and the eventual referral advice to a psychogeriatric nursing-home is investigated. It concerns the results of behaviour observation according to the BOP (a Dutch geriatric rating scale), psychological test scores and social-biographical data. The emphasis is on the evaluation of the tests. The research sample consists of 63 aged observation or day-care patients. The results of a multiple regression-analysis indicate that the BOP-scores have the highest predictive value for the referral advice. The psychological tests hardly add anything to this. However, as a group on their own, the tests explain a reasonable part of the variance in the advice. This result, added to the high correlations between test- and BOP-scores, indicates the value of psychological testing, especially when observation data are lacking. Finally, suggestions are made for further studies in this area.